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Introduction

From comments received, the section on timing for initialisation of DCHs requires some further modification.
Therefore the attached CR, CR25.211-050, proposes some corrections to the timing relations described in
section 7.7 of TS25.211 for the initialisation of DCHs. These corrections aim to clarify this part of the
specification and to ensure that it is aligned with TS25.214 and higher layer specifications (notably TS25.331).

The title of the section is clarified to confirm that it relates to dedicated channels. This includes the DPCCHs
which accompany DSCHs.

The main changes relate to the possible use of activation times to specify the starting times of downlink and
uplink DCHs.

Downlink

If an activation time is specified to a UE for the start of a downlink DCH, this corresponds to the frame during
which the UE should start the process of receiving the DL DPCCH.

Restrictions on the activation time are described in terms of a number of frames “Noffset_1”. If no activation time
is given to the UE, Noffset_1 should be set to the minimum possible values given by the equations in section 7.7,
which means that the UE starts the process of receiving the downlink DPCCH at the earliest opportunity.

Uplink

If an activation time is specified to a UE for the start of an uplink DCH, this corresponds to the frame during
which the higher layers in the UE should start the process of transmitting the UL DPCCH.  In order for inner
loop power control to act on the uplink, any activation time for the UL must allow for Noffset_2 (the number of
frames delay between the UE starting to receive the DL DPCCH and starting to transmit the UL DPCCH) to be
greater than or equal to zero. Clearly, for fastest initialisation, the activation time should be chosen to result in
Noffset_2 having the value zero.

If no activation time is specified for the UL, higher layers will determine when to start the UL DPCCH
according to the synchronisation procedure in TS25.214 sub-clause 4.3.2.
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7.7 Timing relations for initialisation of dedicated channels

Figure 32 shows the timing relationships between the physical channels involved in the initialisation of a DCH.

The maximum time permitted for the UE to decode the relevant FACH frame before the first frame of the DPCCH is
received shall be TB-min = 38400 chips (i.e.15 slots).

The UE shall start the process of receiving the downlink DPCCH shall commence at a time TB after the end of the
relevant FACH frame, where TB ≥ TB-min according to the following equation:

( ) chips  384002560256 1_ ×+×−×−= offsetpcpknB NNTTT ,  where:

Npcp is a higher layer parameter set by the network, and represents the length (in slots) of the power control preamble
(see [5], section 5.1.2.4).

Noffset_1 is a parameter set by higher layers and derived from the activation time if one is specified.

In order that TB ≥ TB-min, any activation time specified for the downlink (as descibed in TS25.331) should be such that
Noffset_1 as shown in Figure 32 isshall be an integer number of frames such that:
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Tn and Tk are parameters defining the timing of the frame boundaries on the DL DPCCH and S-CCPCH respectively
(see section 7.1). These parameters are provided by higher layers.

Any activation time notified to the UE for the downlink DPCCH refers to the frame during which the UE starts
receiving the downlink transmission.

If no activation time is given for the downlink, Noffset_1 shall be set to the minimum values given by the above equations
(i.e. 1, 2 or 3 depending on the value of Tn – Tk).

The starting time of the uplink DPCCH is shown in Figure 32 as occurring shall commence at a time TC after the end of
the relevant FACH frame. The starting time of the uplink DPCCH is determined by higher layers, according to the
activation time of the uplink, if one is specified.

Any activation time specified for the uplink (as described in TS25.331) shall be such that Noffset_2 is an integer number
of frames greater than or equal to zero, where

chips  384002_0 ×++= offsetBC NTTT , where T0 is as in section 7.6.3 .

Any activation time specified for the uplink DPCCH refers to the frame during which  the uplink transmission starts.

If an activation time for the uplink DPCCH is specified, then Noffset_2 shall be set to zero. If no activation time is given
for the uplink,Otherwise the starting time of the uplink DPCCH shall be determined by higher layers according to the
procedure in TS 25.214 sub clause 4.3.2, subject to the constraint that Noffset__2 shall be an integer number of frames
greater than or equal to zero.
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Figure 32: Timing for initialisation of DCH.

The uplink and downlink data channels shall not commence before the end of the respective power control preambles.

The starting time for transmission of data channels shall also satisfy the constraints on adding transport channels to a
CCTrCH, as defined in 25.212 sub clause 4.2.14.  


